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Описана созданная автоматизированная система определе-

ния траекторий частиц методом гибкой нити с током. Система

обеспечивает определение траекторий частиц с энергиями выше

100 ыэВ в магнитных трастах любой конфигурации и с протяжен-

ностью трасс до нескольких десятков метров с разрешением по

;н.;лульсан до 3 * 1С"" . IT поп:

у; среднем I5L-C трасс/час .

;н.;лульсан до 3* 1С . Проилсдательпость систему составляет
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A.R.TOUMANIAN

SYSTEM OF AUTOMIZED DETERMINATION OF CHARGED PARTICLE

TRAJECTORIES IN MAGNETIC FIELDS OF LARGFR EXTENTS

An automized system for the determination of particle trajectories by

the floating current-carrying wire method is described. The system is able

to determine the charged narticle trajectories with the energy above 100 MeV

in magnetic systems of any configuration and with track extent up to severe"

tens metres with momentum resolution up to 3.10" . The system efficiency

makes 1500 tracks/hour on the average.
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At present the floating current-carrying wire method for the determina-

tion of charged particle trajectories in magnetic fields of larger extents

has found a wide-spread application 1n transportation or acceleration of

' tne high-energy beams. I t is conditioned, f i rst , by tl. •> fact that the mo-

delling or imitation accuracy of the particle notion provided by this metre

becomes acceptable only for high-energy beams. Second, such advantages of

the method as the possibility of the field investigation and tuning in tne

completely assembled magnetic system with account of influences of al l me-

tal l ic constructions and geodesic errors accompanying the system as well as

the substantial decrease of the volume of necessary measurements and data

handling due to the integrational measurement as compared to the point

measuring method of the magnetic field topography, make the floating wire

nethod hiohly attractive.

The iiiodeliino method of charqed particle motion by means of the floating

wire 1s known to be based on the coincidence of the position of the conduc-

tor with current D in the magnetic field with the particle trajectory

whose mor.ientum 1s connected with the current and tension T of the w1rr

through the following relation U"3J:

2.



=2.9426 Т/3 (1)

where С is light velocity, a 1s gravity acceleration (1f T 1s In

grams and 3 1n amperes, then P 1s to be In MeV/c). Here the average

value of the radius of the circle along which the wire Is placed can be cal-

culated by the expression

(г)

where H 1s field Intensity In oersteds , the value of J
3
 1s In cm.

The wire tension 1s usually provided by a load suspended to the conductor

and thrown over the turning block. That is why the value of the error of the

momentum determined by relation (1) depends on the current measurement error

the flexibility and weightlessness of the wire and the friction value of the

bearing axis of the turning block.

It is evident now that when using the method for the small momentum par-

ticles, the difficulties will arise caused by the necessity for creation

of weak wire strain at high current. At the same time the strain minimum

value must be substantially higher than the wire weight in order to provide

the minimum wire sagging. Besides, small strains bring to the error notable

Increase due to the wire elasticity. One should take Into account that the

wire weight Is proportional to its cross section; the breaking force and elas-

ticity are inverse proportional to the square of the cross section; and permis-

sible current density noticeably Increases with the decrease of the wire

diameter. Therefore the necessity of the careful selection of the wire type

1s evident, and it 1s desirable to create special wires for the method.

At present, the accuracies practically achieved by the floating wire

method (taking into account the wire coordinates meas-irements error) can be



specified by the following figures. For the particles with mementa In the

region of tens HeV the errors are of order of 5 x 10*" , while In the re-

gion of «ore than 10 GeV they reduce to 1O"5 .

The Improved autarized system for charged particle trajectory determina-

tion In the extended magnetic fields using the wire method Is worked out

In Yerevan Physics Institute. This system has been successfully exploited

for some years, being constantly Improved »• * -*. The automization of a l l

the basic processes ef the trajectories determination using the wire method

allows one to Increase the measurement accuracy as well as noticeably reduce

the time and labour expenditure of the researches, thus creating the possi-

bi l i ty to define about 1500 trajectories per hour. This Is achieved by the

automatic coordinate measurements of the constantly moving wire with the

discrete step control in the measurement region as well as by the variation

of the wire current within a wide range according to the given program. Th»

system 1s connected with a computer for the simultaneous registration and

handling of the values of the coordinates and wire current as well as of

the magnetic field Intensity 1n the reference point of the Investiqated

electromagnetic system.

The functional scheme of the main system 1s shown in Fig. l , where the

f loat ing wire 1s stretched between A and В points in the investigated magne-

t i c system. The w<re A end is fastened on the support of the moving carriage

of the driving coordinate mechanism ( 3 K / 1 )• The В end is thrown over the

clock and t h . load T is fastened on 1t creating constant wire s t ra in. The

interaction of the wire with the magnetic f i e l d is provided by the d.c, of

<ire feeding by means of the code handling supply source. The Induction mo-

nitors Д -r-A O'r the beam type are used in the resonance mode as a

vire position zero indicators. To provide the use of induction monitors the



wire 1s additionally fed with high-frequency current (100 kHz frequency).

The choice of such frequency 1s stipulated by two causes. First, the freq-

uency must be sufficiently high, so that the a.c. passing through the wire

in the magnetic field would not oscillate 1t. Second, the frequency Is de-

sirable to be no more than ~ 500 kHz as 1n this case the choice of appara-

tus simple design 1s possible, the problems of the hindrance defence are

simplified etc. The Induction monitors are mounted on the coordinate f

lowing mechanisms K/l
t
 -r K/1^ • The follow-up units Б С , - т " Б С

5
 prov

the uninterrupted following of wire position by the corresponding carria

with the Induction monitor. Running coordinates of each carriage 1s ceuji

by the corresponding reversible counter (counters С, т C<, ) and regist

in the buffer register ( Б Р ).

The control system ( У У ) yields the command for the Information

readout from all the registration systems at the beforehand given step с

the moving point A ^ J as well as for discrete current values setting In

the wire and for stopping the moving carriage ( 3 K/i ) after the measur

ment program 1s completed.

The lock circuit ( С 3 ) provides the Information Input 1nte the buf

register from the reversible counters without the Information less.

The outside view of the coordinate following mechanism Is shown In F1

The Induction monitor 1 1s set on the special support In the centre of the

carriage. The slave electric motor 3 controlled by the corresponding follow-

ing unit provides the coincidence of the monitor axis with the floating wire

direction with the accuracy no worse than ±20 mKm. The carriage linear move-

ments with the Induction monitors transform Into periodic voltage pulses

by means of the angle diffractional transformer. Such leng (about 1 m) coor-

dinate following mechanisms are usually used for Investigating the w1de-

apertured magnetic channels, e.g. different spectrometers er analyzing ma§-



nets. While Investigating small-apertured magnets (smaller than 20 cm), e.g.

the magnets of hiqh-energy circular accelerators, it is mere expedient to

use semiconductor-type fixed monitors in order to register the wire coor-

dinates C
6
3.

Tne turning block uninterrupted cm<;ular followinc the wire Dosition is

performed by means of the monitor Д
5
 , so tnat the wire would not touch

the block groove walls tnot will oive adciitioiiol nieasurepent error. The spe-

cial duraluminiun; turning block with diameter 10Q mm and thickness 2 n*.

with small friction has been manufacture'.:. The oiannetic suspensions art

used for friction lessening of tne rotation axis .

However , the describee! system is able to provide the deterrinatior. of

the trajectory only with the anqle no more tban ОТ -radian and the tract,

extension no more than 15 m. The oarticlc trajectory imitation by reans cf

the wire 1n the uniform magnetic field alnnq the arc Q *J' or in пи one-

tic lenses in case the wire is stretched out of their focal distance 1s in.-

possible due to the rise of wire instable position. To provide the wire

stable position the wire strain T must depend on the measured trajectory

length L.

In the work"- J by both tnp wire position potential function investigation

and Fourier analysis metbod of the arbitrary disturbances t.ie following

expression was obtained for this dependence

It Is evident that to create such variable wire strain mechanically, namely

by me_ans of the spring with the variable hardness "X or pendulum suspension

of the load Is practically impossible.

To fulfil the condition [^ ?-u Improvement was made In the described



system the essence of which can be understood from the functional scheme cf

F1g.3. Ferromagnetic load 4 1s placed Into the solenoid with two colls:

main one 16 and correcting one 17. The wire and solenoid main coll are fed

by the controlled d.c. source 10 and the correcting coll by source 11. The

systems for measuring the load position 1n solenoid 12, for the solenoid__

moving 1n the vertical and horizontal planes 13 and for centering of load

14 provide the creation of the required variable tension of the wire with

high accuracy about 10 .

The results of the realization of such development are described in de-

tail in the work L J , where they showed the possibility of the particle

trajectories determination with the turning angle up to 25Г radian and

also the trajectories measured out of the focal distance of the magnetic

lenses.

Further on, for Increasing the length of the measured tracks H 1s neces

sary to work out systems for reducing wire sagging under the action of its

own weight. By the way, the sagging error may be determined experimentally

with sufficient accuracy by means of the vertical wire movement. Besides,

it should be taken Into account that In some cases the Instability in the

vertical plane takes place, e.g. when Investigating the lenses with double

focusing; In these cases, as the practice has shown, the sagging must not

exceed 1-2 ran at which the vertical stability Is not disturbed.

Usually, to reduce the sagging the support glass bars are used, the

friction influence of these supports being reduced by the excitation of the

wire mechanical oscillations of several kHz frequency by means of the wire

feeding with additional current of the corresponding frequency.

However , another device designed and manufactured 1n the above automized

system as Its further Improvement allows to reduce the sagging practically

without any additional errors 1n the measurements. The functional scheme of

8



the device is shown in Fig.4, where 5 1s a two-colled small-size magnet

tfhich is placed so that the wire would be stretched In its interpolar gap,

parallel to the planes of the poles. The magnet Is f»«tc.»od on the moving

carriage of the coordinate-following mechanism 6 which provides coincidence

of the wire coordinate with the magnet gap centre. One magnet coil 7 1s fee

by the controlled d.c. source and the second one 8 is connected in series

to the wire power source 1n the antiphase with the f i r s t one. The number of

turns 1n colls 7 and 8 and the current magnitude of the source 9 are chosen

so that the total magnetic flux 1n the gap when interacting with the wire

l i f t s the latter to the constant height within the wide ranges of the wire

current variation.

Thus, the developed automized system 1s able to determine the charged

particle trajectories with the energy above 100 MeV In the magnetic systems

3 -4

of any configuration and with track extent up to 50 m within 5.10 * 3.10

accuracy. Such a system may be employed not only for the Investigation of

large magnetic systems which usually are 1n the extracted beans channels,

but it is also used for the adjustment and calibration works just Inside of

the circular tunnels of the magnetic systems of the new large cyclic"accele-,

a tors, such as У Н К , LEP and the others.
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